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“There are many factors impacting the market for women’s
clothing. The growing female Hispanic population and
their inclination to buy clothing are fairly obvious factors.
However, other considerations for this market include the
growth of online and mobile shopping as well as varying
levels of sizing among women’s clothing.”
– Ali Lipson, Senior Retail & Apparel Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•

Where do women shop for clothing?
The impact of online and mobile shopping
Is size a concern?
What would improve the shopping experience when women shop for clothes?

Total retail sales of women’s clothes reached $147 billion in 2012 and are expected to increase in 2013,
reaching $151 billion. The outlook for women’s clothing is good. Sales are expected to grow by 19%
between 2013 and 2018, reaching $180 billion in sales in 2018. The women’s clothing market is likely
to benefit from the growing female population, in particular Hispanics, improved consumer confidence,
new retail concepts, and the positive impact of online and mobile shopping.
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This report focuses on women’s clothing and offers sales trends, profiles of major retail players in the
US market, as well as a detailed exploration of consumers’ attitudes, usage, and shopping behaviors in
this category.
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Amazon.com
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Types of retailers shopped – Online
25-34s most likely to shop for clothing online
Figure 41: Types of retailers shopped for women's clothing—Any online, by age, August 2013
Online shopping behavior similar to in-store preferences by income level
Figure 42: Types of retailers shopped for women's clothing—Any online, by household income, August 2013
Stores can focus on women’s attitudes to help promote items
Figure 43: Types of retailers shopped for women's clothing—Any purchase, by attitudes toward personal style, August 2013
Figure 44: Types of retailers shopped for women's clothing—Any purchase, by attitudes toward personal style, August 2013
(continued)

Reasons for Buying Clothes
Key points
Sales, replacement items are main reasons women buy clothes
Figure 45: Reasons for buying clothes, August 2013
Younger women impacted by what others are wearing
Figure 46: Reasons for buying clothes, by age, August 2013
High-income women influenced by sales, special offers
Figure 47: Reasons for buying clothes, by household income, August 2013

Attitudes toward Personal Styles
Key points
Comfort and quality most important when shopping for clothing
Figure 48: Attitudes toward personal style, August 2013
Younger women share style tips/advice with others
Figure 49: Attitudes toward personal style, by age, August 2013
Higher-income women dress to impress
Figure 50: Attitudes toward personal style, by household income, August 2013

Attitudes and Behaviors Regarding Clothes Shopping
Key points
Women are loyal to stores, influenced by sales
Figure 51: Attitudes and behaviors regarding clothes shopping, August 2013
Older women prefer to shop alone, younger women enjoy shopping the most
Figure 52: Attitudes and behaviors regarding clothes shopping, by age, August 2013
Highest-income women likely to be loyal to certain retailers
Figure 53: Attitudes and behaviors regarding clothes shopping, by household income, August 2013

Improvements Sought from Clothing Retailers
Key points
Sizes, assistance, and discounts would make shopping for clothes better
Figure 54: Improvements sought from clothing retailers, August 2013
Younger women seek the most improvements when shopping for clothes
Figure 55: Improvements sought from clothing retailers, by age, August 2013
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Women in the highest-income households seek improved dressing room experience
Figure 56: Improvements sought from clothing retailers, by household income, August 2013

Race and Hispanic Origin
Key points
Hispanics likely to purchase workout clothing
Figure 57: Women’s clothing items bought for self in the past year, by race/Hispanic origin, August 2013
Blacks spend the least on women’s clothing, still more than $250
Figure 58: Amount spent on women’s apparel, by race/Hispanic origin, July 2012-March 2013
Hispanics and non-Hispanics seek value, choose different retailers
Figure 59: Types of retailers shopped for women's clothing—Any in-store, by race/Hispanic origin, August 2013
Online retailer preferences similar for all race/Hispanic origin groups
Figure 60: Types of retailers shopped for women's clothing—Any online, by race/Hispanic origin, August 2013
Hispanic women are influenced by others when shopping for clothes
Figure 61: Reasons for buying clothes, by race/Hispanic origin, August 2013
Hispanic women more focused on style
Figure 62: Attitudes toward personal style, by race/Hispanic origin, August 2013
White and Black women most influenced by sales/special offers
Figure 63: Attitudes and behaviors regarding clothes shopping, by race/Hispanic origin, August 2013
Blacks seek more sizes, stores that are easier to navigate
Figure 64: Improvements sought from clothing retailers, by race/Hispanic origin, August 2013

Appendix – Other Useful Consumer Tables
Women’s clothing purchases
Figure 65: Women’s clothing items bought for self in the past year, by marital status, August 2013
Figure 66: Women’s clothing items bought for self in the past year, by generations, August 2013
Types of retailers shopped – In-store
Figure 67: Types of retailers shopped for women's clothing—Any in-store, by generations, August 2013
Types of retailers shopped – Online
Figure 68: Types of retailers shopped for women's clothing—Any online, by generations, August 2013
Types of retailers shopped – Either in-store or online
Figure 69: Types of retailers shopped for women's clothing – Any purchase, by age, August 2013
Figure 70: Types of retailers shopped for women's clothing—Any purchase, by household income, August 2013
Figure 71: Types of retailers shopped for women's clothing—Any purchase, by race/Hispanic origin, August 2013
Figure 72: Types of retailers shopped for women's clothing—Any purchase, by marital status, August 2013
Figure 73: Types of retailers shopped for women's clothing—Any purchase, by generations, August 2013
Attitudes toward personal style
Figure 74: Attitudes toward personal style, by marital status, August 2013
Figure 75: Attitudes toward personal style, by generations, August 2013
Attitudes and behaviors regarding clothes shopping
Figure 76: Attitudes and behaviors regarding clothes shopping, by marital status, August 2013
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Figure 77: Attitudes and behaviors regarding clothes shopping, by generations, August 2013
Figure 78: Attitudes and behaviors regarding clothes shopping, by frequency of visiting social media website, August 2013
Improvements sought from clothing retailers
Figure 79: Improvements sought from clothing retailers, by marital status, August 2013
Figure 80: Improvements sought from clothing retailers, by generations, August 2013
Figure 81: Improvements sought from clothing retailers, by types of retailers shopped, August 2013
Figure 82: Improvements sought from clothing retailers, by types of retailers shopped for women's clothing—Any purchase, August
2013
Figure 83: Improvements sought from clothing retailers, by types of retailers shopped for women's clothing—Any purchase, August
2013

Appendix – Trade Associations
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